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Abstract

The Hierarchical Diagnostic Classification Model (HDCM) reflects on the sequences of the presentation of the required materials and attributes for answering the items of a test correctly. In the present study, a foreign language reading comprehension test was analyzed using HDCM and the G-DINA to determine and compare respondents mastery profiles in the tests predefined skills and to illustrate the relationships among the attributes involved in the test in order to capture the effect of sequential teaching of materials on increasing the probability of getting an item a correct answer. The results showed that the G-DINA and one of the HDCMs fit the data well, however, although the results of HDCM showed the existence of attribute dependencies in reading comprehension test - which means some attributes of reading comprehension are mastered only when the prerequisite attributes have been mastered - the relative fit indices highlight significant difference between the G-DINA and HDCM, favoring G-DINA.
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